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Abstract 
We consider vertex colorings in which each color has an associated cost, incurred each time 
the color is assigned to a vertex. For a given set of costs, a minimum-cost coloring is a vertex 
coloring which makes the total cost of coloring the graph as small as possible. The cost-chromatic 
number of a graph with respect o a cost set is the minimum number of colors necessary to 
produce a minimum-cost coloring of the graph. 
We establish upper bounds on the cost-chromatic number, show that trees and planar blocks 
can have arbitrarily large cost-chromatic number, and show that cost-chromatic number is not 
monotonic with subgraph inclusion. 
I. Introduction 
In this paper we consider vertex colorings in which each color has an associated cost, 
incurred each time the color is used on a vertex. Our goal is to minimize the total cost 
of coloring a given graph. Supowit [5] first mentioned this problem. Later, Nicoloso 
[4] also posed the cost-coloring problem, stating that it has uses in VLSI design. We 
consider minimum-cost colorings of various graphs and show that the cost-chromatic 
number has properties urprisingly different from those of the chromatic number. We 
begin with formal definitions. 
We start with a set P = {pl  . . . . .  pn} of colors, which we call a palette. Associated 
with each color pi is a cost ci. Let Cp= {Cl . . . . .  cn} be the associated costs. We assume 
that all costs are distinct, positive, and rational. Thus, Cp is a set. Furthermore, we 
assume that Cl < c2 < . - .  < Cn. 
Given a graph G, a palette P, a cost set Cp, and a coloring function K :  V(G)  ~ P 
such that K maps adjacent vertices to different colors, we define a cost function 
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CK : V(G) ~ Cp by CK(V) = ci if and only if K(v)  = P i .  We also define 
CKCG)= Z CxCv), 
vE V(G) 
and call this number the cost of coloring G with Cp and K, and say that K colors 
G with Cp at cost CK(G). We call K a minimum-cost coloring of G with Cp if K 
makes Cx(G) as small as possible. 
Cost-coloring can be viewed as a generalization of chromatic sum as studied in 
[1-3]. The chromatic sum of a graph G is the minimum cost of  coloring G with 
Cp = {1,2 . . . . .  n}. 
The cost-chromatic number of a graph G, denoted gcp(G), with respect o a cost set 
Cp is the minimum number of  colors necessary to produce a minimum-cost coloring 
of  G with Cp. It is clear that Xcp(G) >>- x(G) for any palette P and cost set Cp of size 
at least z(G). 
Among our results for cost-chromatic number are a Brooks-type theorem and other 
upper bounds, and theorems which show that the cost-chromatic number for trees and 
planar blocks can be arbitrarily large. We also show that unlike the chromatic number, 
the cost-chromatic number is not monotonic with subgraph inclusion. 
2. Elementary results 
We begin with an easy theorem and a useful corollary. 
/ _ _  I I Proposition 1. Let Cp~-{Cl  . . . . .  Cn} and C 'e -{c  1 . . . . .  Cn} be cost sets where c~=~ci+fl 
for  i = 1 . . . . .  n, ct and fl are rational, with ~ positive. Then the coloring function K 
colors graph G with Cp at minimum cost i f  and only i f  K colors G with C~ at 
minimum cost. 
Proof. K colors G with Ce at cost r if and only if K colors G with C~, at cost 
~r +/~lV(a)l .  [] 
Corollary 2. Let Cp = {ct . . . . .  Cn} be a cost set o f  positive rational numbers. Then 
there exists a cost set C~e = {c~ . . . . .  c'n} with each c~ an integer such that K colors G 
with Cp at minimum cost i f  and only i f  K colors G with C~ at minimum cost. 
Proof. Let ~ be the least common multiple of  the denominators of the ci, i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Let fl be the integer 1 - ~ct. Then c~ = ~ci + fl for i -- 1 . . . . .  n. The corollary now 
follows from Proposition 1. [] 
We note that in Corollary 2, we could also have C 1 = 1 by defining c~ = ~c i --[- f l  for 
i = 1 . . . . .  n, where fl is the integer 1 - aCl. 
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In looking for a minimum-cost coloring with respect o a cost set Cp, the corollary 
allows us to restrict our attention to cost sets whose elements are positive integers and 
lowest cost is 1. 
The next proposition will prove useful. We leave its easy proof to the reader. 
Proposition 3. Let P be any palette of n colors with assoc&ted cost set Ct,, and let 
G be a graph that is t-colorable for some t < n. Then any minimum-cost t-coloring 
of G with Cp uses the t least-expensive colors of P. 
Proposition 4. Let G be a graph, and let P be a palette of n colors with associated 
costs Ce. I f  V(G) can be partitioned into subsets V1 . . . . .  Vt such that Vii induces a 
complete graph of order mi for i = 1 .. . . .  t, then the minimum cost of coloring G with 
Ce is at least 
i=1 j - - I  
Proof. Each subset V/induces a complete graph, which requires Iv/I colors to properly 
color. The lowest-cost way to color the clique is to assign the IV d lowest-cost colors, 
one to each vertex, giving a minimum cost of  coloring V~ of cl + c2 + .. • + cl~ I. The 
cost of coloring the graph is at least as large as the sum of the minimum-cost colorings 
of  each of the t cliques, giving the double sum. [] 
This result leads to the following expected corollary, as well as a surprising later 
result, Proposition 13. 
Corollary 5. Let G be a complete r-partite graph, and let P be a palette of at least 
r colors with associated costs Cp. Then )~cp(G)= r. 
Proof. Let the partite sets of G be Si = {13i,1,13i,2 . . . . .  Vi, ni ) for i = 1 . . . . .  r, and let the 
sets be arranged so that IS~l/> ISjl for 1 ~< i ~<j ~< r. Now, for i = 1 . . . . .  r, let K be 
the coloring that assigns color Pi to all vertices in Si. For j = 1 .... ,nl, let Vj be the 
set of  all vertices in V(G) with second subscript j.  
Since G is a complete r-partite graph, and each set Vj contains at most one vertex 
from each partite set Si, the vertex subset ~ induces a complete graph of order I~1 
for j = 1 . . . . .  nl. In addition, since each set Vj contains at most one vertex from each 
partite set S~, K properly colors the complete graphs. Since the sets Si are arranged in 
nonincreasing order of  size, any complete graph of order s is colored with Pl, P2 . . . . .  Ps, 
the s least-expensive colors in the palette. Thus, 
Z Z ci = nici 
j= l  i= l  i=1 
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By Proposition 4, this is the minimum cost of  coloring G with Cp, and we have that 
Zcp(G) <~ r. Since G is a complete r-partite graph, z(G) = r, so Xcp(G) >>- r. Hence, 
the cost-chromatic number of any complete r-partite graph is r. [] 
3. Brooks-type theorem 
In this section, we show that Brooks' upper bound holds for cost-chromatic number 
as well as chromatic number. We begin by giving a definition. With respect o a given 
coloring K of a graph G, color Pi of palette P is said to be missing from vertex v if 
K does not assign Pi to v or any neighbor of  v. Our Proposition 6 will be useful in 
proving our main result, Theorem 7. 
Proposition 6. Let G be a 9raph, and let P = { P l . . . . .  pn } be a palette of n >~ A ( G ) + 1 
colors with associated costs Ce. Then Zcp(G) <~ A(G) + 1. 
Proof. Denote A(G) by A. By way of contradiction, assume that gcp(G) > A(G) + 1. 
Thus, there is a coloring K that colors G with Ce at minimum cost, and K uses 
t >>. A(G) + 2 colors. By Proposition 3, we know that K uses the t least-expensive 
colors. 
Let S = {v E V(G) [ Cx(v) >1 c~+2}. Since k uses at least A + 2 colors, S ~ 0. By 
taking one vertex v at a time from S, we can choose a color from among p l , . . . ,  P~+~ 
which is missing from v. Recolor v with this color. In this way, we create a new 
coloring of G with lower cost than K that uses only A + 1 colors, contradicting our 
assumption. [] 
Theorem 7. Let P be a palette of n colors with associated costs Ce. Let G be a 
connected graph that is not complete, and let 3 <<. A(G) <~ n. Then Zcp(G) <~ A(G). 
Proof. Denote A(G) by A, and assume that Zcp(G) ~> A + 1. Then Xcp(G) = A + 1 by 
Proposition 6. Let K color G with Cp at minimum cost, and let W={w E V(G) [ k (w)= 
pA+I}. Choose a minimum-cost coloring K so that [W I is minimum. Then if ]W[ >~ 2, 
choose K so that W contains two vertices that are as close together as possible without 
increasing either [W[ or CK(G). 
We list and prove a number of  properties of  K which will eventually lead to a 
contradiction, 
(1) IWI = 1. 
To establish (1), assume that w0 -~ Wm are vertices of W such that d(wo, win) is min- 
imum. Each vertex of W is adjacent o exactly one vertex of each color Pi, 1 ~< i ~< A. 
Otherwise, we could obtain a coloring of  G with Cp with lower cost than K by color- 
ing the appropriate vertices of W with a missing color. Let Q: w0, w~ . . . . .  Win, m ~> 2, 
be a shortest w0 -wm path in G. I f  m = 2, then wl is adjacent o at least two vertices 
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colored PA+I. Let K(wl )  = pj ,  for some j, 1 ~< j < A + 1. Recolor Wl with PA+I, and 
all neighbors w of Wl such that K(w)  = PA+I with pj. This results in a proper coloring 
of G at smaller cost than K, a contradiction. Thus, m ~> 3. Let K(Wl)  = pj ,  for some 
j, 1 ~< j < A + 1. Now, Wl is the only vertex adjacent o w0 that K assigns pj, and w0 
is the only vertex adjacent o wl that K assigns pA+1. Interchanging the colors on w0 
and Wl preserves a minimum-cost coloring while reducing the distance between two 
vertices of W chosen to be minimum distance apart, a contradiction with our choice 
of coloring K. Thus, (1) is proved. 
Now, let w0 be the unique vertex of  W, and for 1 <~ i ~< A, let vi be the neighbor 
of w such that K(v i) = Pi. 
(2) For 1 ~i<<.A,vi s adjacent o exactly one vertex u such that 
K(u)  = pj,  i • j ,  I <~j<,A. 
Otherwise, recolor vi with a missing color pj, and recolor w0 with Pi. This yields 
a coloring of G at a cost of CK(G) -- (cA+l -- cj)  < Cx(G),  a contradiction. Thus, (2) 
is true. 
For 1 ~< i < j ~< A, let Aij be the subgraph of G induced by all vertices colored Pi 
and pj, and let Bij be the component of Aij containing vi. 
(3) For 1 <~i < j<~A,B i j  contains no vertex of  degree larger than two. 
Otherwise, suppose wt is the vertex of degree larger than two which is closest to 
w0. Then there is a color Ph, 1 ~< h ~< A, i ~ h ~ j, which is missing from wt. Let 
Q : Wl = vi, w2 , . . . ,w  t be the vi - wt path in Bii. From (2), we know that vj is not 
a vertex of Q. Then, for i--- 1 .... , t, reassign the color K(wi)  to wi-1, and color wt 
with Ph. This produces a coloring of G at a cost of Cx(G)  - (CA+I -- ch) < Cx(G),  a 
contradiction. Thus, (3) is true. 
(4) For eachi,  j, 1 <<, i< j<~A,  Bij is a path joining vi and vj. 
From (2) and (3), we know that each Bij is a path. From (2), we have that vj 
cannot be an interior vertex of Bij. Assume that vj is not in Bij. Then it is possible 
to construct a coloring of G with lower cost than K by interchanging colors on Bij, 
and assigning Pi to w0. This results in a coloring of G with cost less than CK(G), a 
contradiction. Thus, (4) is true. 
Since G ~ KA+I, at least two neighbors of w0, say va and va, are not adjacent. 
Thus, Bab has length at least 3. Let vc be any other neighbor of w0. We consider two 
cases. 
Case i: Either Bac or Bbc intersect Bah at an interior vertex. Without loss of gen- 
erality, assume that Bac and Bab intersect at an interior vertex. Choose wt to be the 
vertex of Bab A Bac closest to Vc on Bac. Let Q : Vc ~ w l ,w2, . . . ,wt  be the Vc - wt 
path in B~c. Since K assigns colors pc and p~ each to two neighbors of wt, there 
is some color p ~ PA+I missing from wt. For i = 1 . . . . .  t, recolor wi-1 with K(wi) , 
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and assign color p to wt. This results in a coloring of G with smaller cost than K, a 
contradiction. 
Case ii: Bac and Bbc intersect only at end vertices va and Vb, respectively. Interchange 
colors on Bac. This results in a new coloring with the same cost as K. However, now 
the new Aab does not have a component which is a path from Vb to vc (which is now 
colored Pa), contrary to (4), which completes the proof. [] 
4. Cost-coloring trees and planar blocks 
From the preceding results, one might conclude that the cost-chromatic number be- 
haves in ways very similar to the chromatic number. In this section and the next, we 
show that the two parameters have very different properties. Specifically, in this section, 
we show that trees and planar blocks can each have arbitrarily large cost-chromatic 
number. 
Let Cp be the cost set of positive integers for a palette P of n ~> 2 colors, and let 
x = cn. We define a corresponding tree T(x n) and give an n-coloring of it. Eventually, 
we show that Zcp(T(x n)) = n. 
Initially, let Tx (l) be the tree with one vertex, and color that vertex p~. Construct 
Tx (2) from Tx (1) by arranging cn copies of Tx (1) around an additional central copy of Tx (1), 
each copy colored as given above, and join the highest-degree v rtex of each of the 
cn copies with the highest-degree v rtex of the central copy. Then recolor the resulting 
maximum-degree v rtex with P2. Thus, Tx (2) is the complete bipartite graph Kl,cn with 
the maximum-degree v rtex colored P2 and all other vertices colored Pl. 
Similarly, form T(x j}, j = 3 . . . . .  n, by joining the maximum-degree v rtex of each of 
cn copies of T(x j - l )  to the maximum-degree v rtex of a central copy of T(x j - l ) .  The 
color of each vertex in each of the c~ + 1 copies of T(x j - l )  is unchanged, except hat 
the vertex of maximum degree in T (j) is recolored pj. In this way, we obtain T(x n) 
and an n-coloring of it. The tree T4 (3) for Ce = {1,3,4} and its coloring with colors 
identified by their costs are given below: 
C 
C C 
Before stating the theorem concerning the cost-chromatic number of trees, we state 
and prove a lemma. 
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Lemma 8. Let v be the vertex of  maximum degree in T(x i), 2 <~ i <~ n. Then for each 
j, 1 <~ j <~ i - 1, v is adjacent to Cn vertices which are colored pj. 
Proof. This is clearly true for Tx {2). Assume that the lemma holds for Tx (2), T(3),..., 
T(x i-1), and consider T{x i) for some i, 3 ~<i~< n. The maximum-degree vertex v in 
Tx C0 is also the maximum-degree v rtex in the central copy of Tx (~-1). Hence, by the 
construction of T{x i) and the induction hypothesis, v is adjacent o cn vertices colored pj 
for j = 1,2 .. . .  , i -  2. But also by the construction, v is adjacent o cn vertices colored 
p~_ ~. Thus, the lemma is proved by induction. [] 
Theorem 9. Let P be any palette of  n >>, 2 colors, and let Cp be the associated cost set 
whose costs are positive and rational. Then there exists a tree T such that Zcp(T)=n. 
Proof. By Corollary 2, it suffices to prove the result for Ce containing only positive 
integers. Let T = T~ n), where x = cn, and let M be the coloring given in the defi- 
nition of Tx (n). We establish that Zc~(T)= n by showing that M colors T at lower 
cost than any other coloring. To do this, we demonstrate by induction on i that 
M applied to T~ i) gives the unique minimum-cost coloring. This is clearly true for 
i=1  or2 .  
As our inductive hypothesis, assume that CM(T{x j)) < CK(T(x j)) for j = 1 . . . . .  i -1 ,  
i ~< n, where K is any other coloring of T{x j), and consider CM(T(xi)). By way of 
contradiction, assume that CK(T(x i)) ~ CM(T(x i)) for some coloring K of T(x j) with Ce, 
K ~ M. Thus, there exists at least one vertex ul such that Cx(ua) ~ CM(Ul). Assume 
for the moment that ul is not v, the unique vertex of maximum degree in T{x i). Let 
Q be the unique ul -v  path. Remove from T(x i) the edge of Q incident with v. The 
resulting component containing ul is a copy of T(x j) for some j ~< i -  1. By the induction 
hypothesis, CM(T (j)) < CK(T(J)), SO Ul is in a subgraph of T (i) that M colors at lower 
cost than K. Since all of our costs are integers, the advantage that K had by coloring 
ul at lower cost than M is turned to a net disadvantage of at least one cost unit over 
some subgraph of T (i) that contains ul. Thus, K cannot gain any cost advantage over 
M by coloring any vertex in T~ i) at lower cost than M with the possible exception of 
the single vertex, v. 
Thus, we suppose that K(v) = pj for some j, 1 ~< j ~< i - 1. However, M(v) = Pi. 
Therefore, the advantage that K could have over M by coloring v with pj is to reduce 
the coloring cost by (ci - c j ) .  However, by Lemma 8, v is adjacent to cn vertices 
that M colors pj, hence K colors each such vertex y with a color other than pj. 
However, removing edge vy creates a component Tx (]) for some j, 1 ~< j ~< i - 1. By 
the inductive hypothesis, CM(T} j)) < CK(T{xJ}). Thus, each of these Cn neighbors of 
v increases C~(T} i)) by at least 1 compared to CM(T{xi}). Furthermore, if any vertex 
z ¢ v which is not in any of these components T(x j) has K(z) ¢ M(z), CK(T} i)) is 
increased even more in comparison with CM(T{xi)). Thus, Cx(T} i)) >1- CM(T} O) - (c~ - 
1) + Cn > CM(T(xi)). Hence, for n ~> 2 and for i = 2 . . . . .  n,M colors T(x i) with Cp at 
smaller cost than any other coloring. [] 
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With this theorem, we see that the cost-chromatic number behaves quite differently 
than the chromatic number. That is, even though all trees have chromatic number 2, 
there are trees with cost-chromatic number as large as you wish. 
Theorem 9 is a generalization of a result in [3] which, in our terminology, states that 
for a cost set {1,2 . . . . .  n}, there is a tree with cost-chromatic number n. Furthermore, 
the smallest such trees are constructed in [3]. In [2], it is shown that for any integers 
k,t, and n, where k~>2, t>0,  and n~>k+t ,  there is a graph G with chromatic 
number k such that )~cp(G) >1 k + t, where Ce = {1,2 . . . . .  n}. Our interests are both 
broader and more restrictive than those in [2]. They are broader in the sense that we 
study a much larger class of cost sets. They are more restrictive in that we show in 
Theorem 10 that the restricted class, planar blocks, can have arbitrarily large cost- 
chromatic number. Furthermore, in Section 5, we prove some surprising results which 
show that Theorem 10 is not an immediate consequence of Theorem 9, as adding edges 
to a graph can reduce the cost-chromatic number. 
Theorem 10. Let P be a palette of n >>. 2 colors, and let Cp be the associated cost 
set whose costs are positive and rational. Then there exists a planar block G such 
that ;tcp(G) = n. 
Proofi Again by Corollary 2, we can restrict attention to cost sets containing only 
positive integers. Let x=cn,  and join a vertex u ~ V(Tx ("-1)) to each vertex in Tx ("-1). 
The resulting graph, G, is easily seen to be a planar block. 
By way of contradiction, suppose Xcp(G)=t < n. Let K be a minimum-cost coloring 
of G with Ce. Then K(u) = pj for some j, 1 ~< j ~ t. For each such j, consider the 
palette P\{p j}  with associated costs Cp\{Cj}. Each such cost set gives rise to the 
same tree, T(x n-l) = G - u, as constructed for Theorem 9. 
Define the coloring M of G with Cp by letting M(u) = K(u) = pj, and coloring 
= T (n - l )  each vertex of G-  u Tx ~n-1) with Cp \ {cj} as we did in the definition of -x , 
which precedes the statement of Theorem 9. Then we have CM(G - u) < Cr(G - u) 
by the proof of Theorem 9. It follows that CM(G)= CM(G-  u)+ CM(U) < Cr (G-  u) 
+CK(u)=Cr(G).  This contradicts the assumption that K was a minimum-cost coloring 
of G with Cp. [] 
We have seen that for restricted classes of graphs, the difference between the cost- 
chromatic and chromatic numbers can be arbitrarily large. However, we show now that 
for any graph, there is a cost set such that the graph's cost-chromatic and chromatic 
numbers are equal. 
Proposition 11. Let P be a palette of  n colors, and let G be a graph with z(G)=t < n. 
Then there exists a cost set Ce such that Zcp(G) = t. 
Proof. Let s= IV(G)I, and let Ce={1,2  . . . . .  t, s t+ 1,st+2 .. . . .  s t+(n- t )} .  The result 
follows. [] 
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5. Monotonicity and other upper bounds 
In the previous section, we added edges and a vertex to a tree with cost-chromatic 
number n - 1 to obtain a planar block with cost-chromatic number n. In this section, 
we show that enlarging a graph can significantly reduce its cost-chromatic number. We 
also obtain two upper bounds for the cost-chromatic number of trees. We begin with 
the observations that, with respect o subgraph inclusion, the minimum cost of coloring 
any graph is monotonic, but the cost-chromatic number is not. 
Proposition 12. Let H be a subgraph of graph G, and let P be a palette of n >~ z(G) 
colors, with associated costs Ce. Then the minimum cost of coloring H with Cp does 
not exceed the minimum cost of coloring G with Ce. 
Proof. Let the minimum cost of coloring G with Cp be C, and let the minimum cost 
of coloring H with Ce be C ~. By way of contradiction, C' > C. Given G with a 
minimum-cost coloring, remove all vertices and edges that are not in H. This produces 
a coloring of H with cost C" < C < C,  a contradiction. [] 
Proposition 13. Let P be a palette of n colors with associated costs Cp, and let 
G be a graph with Zcp(G)= n > z(G). Then there exists a graph G' such that 
V(G') = V(G), E(G') 2 E(G), and Zcp(G') = z(G). 
ProoL Let z(G)= r, and add edges to G so that the resulting graph G ~ is a complete 
r-partite graph. Then by Corollary 5, Zc~(G')= r - -x(G) .  [] 
The new graph G / constructed in the proof of Proposition 13 frequently does not 
have some essential property of the original graph. For instance, if G is a tree, then 
G ~ may be very un-treelike. The next theorem shows that any tree with large cost- 
chromatic number can be embedded in a tree of cost-chromatic number two. 
Theorem 14. Let P be a palette of n >1 2 colors with associated costs Cp, and let T 
be any tree with Xcp(T) = n. Then there exists a tree T ~ 2 T such that Zc~(T ~) = 2. 
Proof. Let K be a minimum-cost two-coloring of T. Then K:V(T)  --~ {Pl, P2} by 
Proposition 3. Let $1 ={v E V(T) IK(v)=pl } and S2={v E V(T) IK(v)=pz}. Construct 
the tree T r by attaching cn end vertices to each vertex in $2. Define the two-coloring 
K' of T' by K' (v)=K(v)  for all vE V(T) and K' (v )=p l  for all vE V(T') \V(T).  To 
show that Zcp(T/) ----2, it suffices to show that K' colors T / at minimum cost. 
By way of contradiction, suppose that there exists a coloring K" of T / with Cp 
such that Cx,,(T ~) < Cx,(T'). Then there exists a v C V(T') such that K'(v) = P2  and 
K"(v) = pl, producing a cost savings for K" over K' of c2 - cl. But then v C $2, and 
T' contains Cn end vertices adjacent o v, which K ~ colors with pl. The coloring K" 
must assign color P2 at cost c2 to each of these end vertices, producing an additional 
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cost of  c,(c2 - cl ) > ¢2 - -  C l .  Hence, we obtain the contradiction CK,,(T') > Cx,(T'), 
and conclude that Zcp(T)= 2. [] 
The trees and planar graphs of  Theorems 9 and 10 with large cost-chromatic number 
have huge maximum degrees. Thus, the Brooks-type upper bound, A(G), is very crude. 
The next theorem improves that bound for trees, and the one following gives a different 
upper bound for the cost-chromatic number of  trees. 
Theorem 15. Given a tree T and a cost set  Cp={c  1 . . . . .  c,} for n >1 2, then Zcp(T) <. 
[A(T)/21 + 1. 
Proof. Let t=  [A(T)/21 + 1. If n ~< t, then there is nothing to prove. Thus, we let n > t 
and assume that Zcp(T) > t. Let K be a minimum-cost coloring of T with Cp. Then 
there exists some vertex v0 such that CK(v0)= et+l. We can now develop a coloring 
of T with Cp which has lower cost than K. 
Let Q : v0, Vl . . . . .  Vr, r ~> 0, be a path in T such that 
(1) vl is the only vertex of  its color adjacent o v0, 
(2) for 1 ~ i ~ r - 1, vi+l is the only vertex of  its color adjacent to vi, except 
possibly vi-1, and 
(3) for some j, 1 ~< j ~< t, there is a color py which is missing from yr. 
Such a path Q exists because n ~> t + 1 = FA(T)/2] + 2 and T is a (finite) tree. 
Now, recolor Q by assigning color K(Vi+l) to vi for i - -0  .... , r -  1, and assigning pj 
to Yr. This results in a proper coloring of T because of the choice of  vertices in Q. 
Furthermore, the cost of  this coloring is C ,v (T ) -  ct+l + cy < Cx(T). Thus, K is not a 
minimum-cost coloring of T with Cp, and the theorem is proved. [] 
Theorem 16. Let P be a palette of n >1 2 colors with assocktted costs Cp. Let T be 
a tree and let t be the number of vertices on the lonoest path in T. Then Zcp(T) <<. 
mt/2J + 1. 
Proofi For convenience, let r=  [t/2]. By way of contradiction, suppose that gcp(T) > r+ 
1. Let K be a minimum-cost coloring of  T with Cp. Then by Proposition 3, there ex- 
ists a vr+2 E V(T) such that K(vr+2) = Pr+2. But v~+2 must be adjacent o a vertex 
vr+~ such that K(vr+t)= Pr+l; otherwise we could recolor vr+2 with pr+l, and obtain 
a coloring of  T with lower cost than CK(T), a contradiction. Similarly, Vr+l is adja- 
cent to a vr such that K(v~) = Pr, Vr is adjacent o a vr-1 such that K(v~_l) = Pr-1, 
and so on. Thus, we have a path Q1 : Vr+2, Vr+l .... ,Vl in T such that K(vi) = Pi for 
i=  1, . . . , r  +2 .  
By the same argument, v~+2 must be adjacent o a vertex u~ such that K(u~) = p~, 
and we obtain a path Q2:v~+2,u~,ur-1 . . . . .  Ul in T such that K(ui)= pi for i=  1 . . . . .  r. 
Since T is a tree, Q1 and Q2 intersect only at Vr+2. Thus, T contains a path on 
2r + 2 = 2 Lt/2J + 2 > t vertices, contradicting that t is the number of  vertices in the 
longest path in T. [] 
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In closing, we observe that Theorem 16 is the best possible in the sense that 
Theorem 9 gives an infinite class of trees, with their corresponding cost sets, for which 
equality in Theorem 16 is achieved. 
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